








































Alpha Sigma Lambda Continuing Education
Chi Alpha Epsilon ACT 101/Gateway
Kappa Delta Pi Education
Phi Alpha Theta History
Phi Beta Delta International scholars
Phi Kappa Phi AU Honor Society
Phi Sigma Tau Philosophy
Pi Delta Phi French
P1 Sigma Alpha Political Science
Sigma Delta P1 Spanish
Sigma Tau Delta English



































Shuo CHEN Maria Ximena Ximena PEREZ PAREDES
Qianyi Catherine CHENG tue AlvaRONG
Hyebin CHOI Daeun Esther SONG
In Kook Chris CHOI Anqi Lucy WANG
Imoinda FORTUNE Guangfa ColinWU
Yihao Victor GU Xi Connie XIA
Hao HU Linxing Stephen YAO
Tae-Wook John KIM Xin YE
Hye Sung Peter KWEON Tunan Devon YU
Eun Jung Hanna LEE Yimeng ZHANG
Jiangningzi Lydia LI YaXuan Elena ZHOU
Boya LIU Guanfang Jack ZHOU
Camilo LOPEZ DELGADO Si Cici ZHU
Sylviane LOUIS-JEUNE Benetta Ann GEORGE
Xiaohan MIAO Jimin KANG
Bryan Daniel MIER ARCE Qiaoyu Grace LIU







Vienna and Salzburg Austria
Course Title Music and Culture in Austria
Santiago Chile
Course Title Education Democracy and Radical Politics in Chile
Shanghai and Dalian China
Course Title Tale of Two Cities Changing Urban Landscapes
San Jose Costa Rica
Course Title Sustainable Development and Indigenous Rights in Costa Rica
Havana Cuba
Course Title Cuba Myths and Realities
Nicosia Cyprus
Course Title Divided Cities Divided Island
Monte Plata and Santo Domingo Dominican Republic
Course Title Service Learning and Sustamability in Dominican Republic
Paris France
Course Title French Revolutions
Athens Greece
Course Title From Spells to Hymns State Religion Practices of Magic and Superstition in Ancient
Greece
Galway Ireland
Course Title Authentic Ireland Galway and the Rugged West Coast
Dublin Ireland and Belfast Northern Ireland
Course Title Wearing of the Green Ireland and the Irish Today
Florence Italy
Course Title History Culture and Cuisine Tuscany in Italian and International Context
Rome Italy
Course Title The Economics of Rome Past and Present
Tokyo Japan
Course Title Japan The Old Heritage and Anime/Pop Culture World
Pagsanjan Philippines
Course Title Water Water Everywhere
Seoul South Korea
Course Title Culture as Lens South Korea
London UK
Course Title British Popular Culture Past and Present
London UK
Course Title Get Your Groove On Exploring the Urban Music Scene in London and Philadelphia
Sicily Italy
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